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At critical temperature points in the diagram (0 degrees Celsius and 
100 degrees Celsius) water needs to draw in heat energy from the 
environment to change phase. In order to melt or evaporate, the 
water requires energy from the environment.

Evaporative cooling is most effective in climates where average 
relative humidity is less than 30%. 

Evaporative Cooling
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Additional Accessories

KhusMango Wood

Hooks

Cup Holder Reused Water Bottle Twine
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Completed Assembly



Nagpur, India

Just as explained with evaporative cooling, sweat 
cools the body down in a similar way. Hence, by 
drinking hot chai on a hot day would essentially 
cool the body down if  the sweat produced has the 
opportunity to evaporate.

Object in Use Context



Partition Installation Variation

Chai Vendor



Maintanence

Khus 

Mango Wood

Green Space

Make sure to consistently wet the khus throughout the day every 1-2 
hours. This can be done by the customers who plan to use it by 
having a bottle/ container with water available hung on the partition

Replacement of  Khus is expected once 
per year

The mango wood beams should last for a few years. They are water 
resistant but expect some bleaching if  it is directly under the sun 
during the summer.

Replacement beams should be easy to find.  As long as hooks are 
placed at the same measurements, single beams can be replaced 
without having to replace the entire collection. 

Due to the consistent wetting of  the khus, 
excess water my drip down towards the 
ground which over a period of  time, may 
cause grass to grow.



Mango Wood

Target Audience

As sales have shrunk for khus weavers due to the introduction of  air 
conditioners, this can be a by product khus makers could easily 
make as well. Using their existing khus mats as the partitions.


